Mobile
Storage Systems

How do YOU make
sure that your working
material is always
within easy reach?

Location: Tischlerei Krumböck, Gerersdorf, Austria

Simply solutions.
With JOWI Mobile Racks
and Transport Racks,
your material flow
never stops flowing.

Everything always
exactly where you need it.
Everything always
exactly how you need it.
JOWI Mobile Racks and Transport Racks are mobile
intermediate storage solutions that ensure: the material
you need is always within easy reach.
■

Store both small and large shaped parts,
material for varnishing, cupboard carcasses,
rods, boards, frames etc. on one single rack.

■

Remove material in any order, with easy access
to every part.

■

Push your stock around easily,
whenever and wherever you need it.

JOWI Mobile Racks and Transport Racks.
Keeping things going.

Maximum productivity
■

Racks for clearly arranged and well organised manufacturing material

■

Easy access to every part
in any order

■

Intermediate storage system, mobile and compact:
easy for one person to manoeuvre in tight spaces.
Your material moves through the production process,
exactly as the changing workstations require.

Tidy and secure
■

Stacking surfaces covered with plastic to
protect your material, tolerate varnish and oil

■

Rack can be secured
by lockable castors

■

Space optimisation:
separated storeys look after your material.

Simple and flexible
■

Adjustable storey height –
simple system with hexagon socket set screws.

■

Fully adjustable rack length
in scissor model designs – quick and easy to
adjust.

■

Stackable. Compact. Ingenious.

What professionals say
Transport is always a waste of time but is an unavoidable necessity –
which is why it is an excellent starting point for increasing efficiency.
Many of my customers have enjoyed significant time and cost savings
as the direct result of JOWI racks.
Martin Buck
buckOPTIMAL, Carpentry workshop organisation consultancy,
48149 Münster, Germany

JOWI products aren't cheap, but they are a worthwhile investment,
because in the end you save money in the production.
The JOWI Octopus D1 spray table is the best solution I ever saw and
tried out. Well done.
Alexandr Andricov
Woodman
8365-138 Armacao de Pera, Portugal

We have been using the JOWI Mobile Racks for some time now.
I was impressed by how efficiently our order was managed and
the mechanical quality of the Mobile Rack.
I received extremely courteous service from JOWI and wouldn't
hesitate to recommend the company and their products.
Satisfied customer, Switzerland

Getting your material flowing.
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Request your copy of the new
JOWI brochure by phone on
+43 2743 3844-80 or by mail
at office@jowi.at.
More information can be found
at www.jowi.at.

Heavystudios

Standing up or lying down. It's your call.
Perfect for grouping material together,
according to customer orders.

For all material – large, small, narrow,
wide, long or short.
Choose a rack design tailored to your particular
storage needs.

100% sturdy. 100% protection.
The compact solution for storing and transporting
your material flexibly and carefully in separate
customisable compartments and storeys.

JOWI. Quality, made in Austria.
JOWI Produktions- und Vertriebs-GmbH
Untergrafendorf 70
A-3071 Böheimkirchen, Austria
Tel. +43 2743 3844 / Fax +43 2743 3844
office@jowi.at
Distributor's stamp

www.jowi.at
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Organise the storage and transport of your material,
e.g. sorting by contract.

